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have more than doubled the portfolio

Corporation has recently reported

size. However, I must note that although

its 15th fiscal period (six months)

we feel that external growth, or property

performance. This diversified REIT was

acquisitions, is a key responsibility of a

listed in December 2003 as the tenth J-REIT

J-REIT, it is not advisable to pursue external

with a securities code of 8960.

growth recklessly.

United Urban has compiled another fiscal

Our basic investment strategy focuses on

period – its fifteenth – of consistency and

the intrinsic value of real estate. We believe

strong performance. The J-REIT, like other

that a property has intrinsic value if it can

property firms, suffered huge drops in share

produce revenue steadily over the medium to

developments and we kept to a strategy of

(investment unit) prices in the aftermath of

long term. As we build our portfolio, which

continued solid management of our existing

the Great East Japan Earthquake on March

is now nearly 100 properties, we focus on

portfolio. Thus with our position strong,

11. However, in the long run, the earthquake

finding properties with intrinsic value; that is,

we were able to launch and complete the

demonstrated the resilience of Japanese

properties with growth potential, properties

merger with Nippon Commercial Investment

real estate and its people, the exceptional

where tenants can be easily replaced when

Corporation (NCI) in 2010.

engineering of its developments and the

needed, properties that produce steady cash

solid investment alternative the J-REIT

flow and properties whose usage will be

In early 2011, we wanted to make a few

provides. United Urban is an exemplary

common in the future. Our eyes naturally

acquisitions and lower our LTV as a step to

example of a well-configured and managed

focus on the location, the specs of the

structuring solid and ambitious operations

J-REIT.

building, the terms of tenant contracts and

in the future. Unfortunately, the March 11
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the credit of existing tenants. The successful

earthquake occurred in the midst of our

On a hot Tokyo July afternoon, Michael

management and growth track record we

public offering and United Urban made the

Owen,

have is a result of our insistence on never

prudent decision to withdraw the offering

abandoning this strategy.

until an appropriate date.

Natsume and Chief Investment Officer

J-REITs must make conscious decisions

Owen: How did you respond to the quake?

Tetsuo Saida of Japan REIT Advisors, the

to only acquire properties that match their

asset manager, and discussed the J-REIT,

metrics and their abilities. Early on in the

Natsume: Immediately after the quake we

its strategies and its consistent delivery of

J-REIT market’s history, several J-REITs

sent teams out to assess damage, eventually

strong performance.

made forward commitments based on

finding that in a roughly 400 billion yen

President

of

Transpacific

Enterprises, met with President Hisamitsu
Abe, Chief Financial Officer Kenichi

optimistic interpretations of the market

portfolio we had suffered a mere 197

Owen: United Urban has grown into one

and suffered the consequences when the

million yen in damages, of which 75 million

of the largest J-REITs. Can you provide a

commitments came due. The conservative

yen was in the Sendai area, very near the

simple overview of the process entailed to

approach on which our philosophy is based

epicenter of the quake. Convinced of our

reach this stature?

– and again to which we have remained

portfolio’s strength and its performance,

true – enabled us to avert difficulties that

we re-launched our public offering and

Abe: We listed seven plus years ago as a

might have resulted from a relentless

successfully executed it three months later

diversified J-REIT with a 60 billion yen

pursuit of external growth at the time of the

with many investors backing us in what

portfolio. In the first couple of years we

subprime issue, Lehman Shock and other

was our first global offering. We’re proud
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that we were able to go ahead with our plans

able to secure “REIT”

to issue new investment units in June of this

staff

year, the proceeds of which then enabled us

acquisition, meaning

to acquire essentially every property we’d

the staff knew what

been targeting prior to the earthquake and to

a REIT is and the

strategically lower our LTV to 45.6%. Our

properties

size and LTV also give us several options

already operated as

going forward for growth – loans, retail and

REIT properties.

through

the

were

institutional bonds, PO and property sales
among them.

Owen: Were there any
specific difficulties?

We’re further very pleased that Moody’s
Japan saw fit to raise our issuer rating to

Natsume:

A3 and our rating outlook to stable after

think “difficulty” is

the public offering. These activities and

the right word. Despite

developments, combined with our fast

NCI being a J-REIT,

response to the earthquake in terms of

certain areas required

confirmation and disclosure, have certainly

the

boosted investor confidence in United Urban

Standard. This was

and enhanced our attractiveness as a target

really primarily in the

for investment going forward. Investors are

area of financing costs.
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also rightly impressed by the stability of the
J-REIT market overall and the resilience of

For example, though a direct comparison

both Japanese properties and our staff.

is not possible, NCI financing costs before
the merger averaged 3.34%, while United

Owen: You mentioned the acquisition of

Urban’s costs averaged 1.67%. As we

NCI. Your decision to acquire NCI was

refinance, NCI’s formerly high costs are

made at a time when such acquisitions were

being brought in line with the United Urban

still not in vogue. Why did you do it?

Standard.

Saida: I would think the answer is obvious.

Owen: What does it mean to you to have

We did it because it made sense. Simply

your main sponsor be a trading company?

put, we could obtain a large portfolio of
37 properties worth an acquisition value of

Abe: Marubeni, our main sponsor, as

168.8 billion yen. Additionally, the sponsor

a trading company is involved in real

was bankrupt so the properties were

estate, but it is not the primary business

available at a discount. They also addressed

of the trading company. This means we

a sector comparatively lacking in our

are not excessively beholden to a sponsor

J-REIT – office buildings – and the portfolio

for our pipeline. Our other sponsor –

was suitably well managed. We were also

Credit Suisse – is an investment bank

Tetsuo Saida

Chief Investment Officer
Japan REIT Advisors Co., Ltd.
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that provides cutting edge advice on
finance and new strategies in that arena.
At the same time, since Marubeni has an
expansive industrial footprint, we can
acquire properties from diverse sources
unavailable to a traditional real estate
firm. The fact our sponsors are not real
estate developers is also “protection” for
overseas investors wary of externally
managed REITs, since our sponsors are
not our central property sources and our
reach for best deals is broad. This gives
us natural protection against potentially
blatant conflicts of interest. Of course,
we also have strict corporate governance
and compliance policies in place that we
adhere to.
Owen:

What

about

leasing

up

the

portfolio?
Saida: Our overall portfolio occupancy
is 96.3% as of May 31, 2011. However, the
office portion of our portfolio is 91.4%. This
is mainly due to a poor 88.2% occupancy
in the former NCI office portfolio. It must
be noted, however, that NCI was a victim

end but from around the 18th fiscal period

strong hedge against risk. The size of our

of a bad market. Unfortunately, vacant

there should be a significant upsurge in

portfolio has also helped spread out the

portions of the portfolio impact period

earnings and thus dividends.

weight of properties and overdependence

earnings so NCI needed to proactively

on a few properties for a majority of

fill the space by using free rents, lower

Owen: You have painted a powerful

revenues. Upon our IPO, the top three

rents and other bait. Leasing up vacant

investment story. What about risks?

properties of the portfolio accounted for

space was successful, but the free rent has

71.7% of the portfolio but this is down to

impacted our portfolio by 183 million yen

Abe: A J-REIT obviously has the

this period. An example of the success in

standard risks of any real estate vehicle

leasing up vacant space is that out of the

but we are confident that our investment

The one risk we and Japan itself faces is

1,800 tsubos that opened up in our Tsukiji

strategy and management skills provide

the power situation. We have been asked

property (UUR Court Tsukiji), 800 tsubos

a strong hedge against any such common

to reduce power consumption by 15% and

are now contracted for. There will be no

risks. Our diversified strategy both in

are complying with the government in this

huge jump in earnings until the free rents

region and property sector also provides a

regard. This figure is easily attainable and
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a mere 16.6% as of July 2011.

Progress of Diversification Due to Portfolio Expansion
Top 3 properties after merger

Top 3 properties at listing

◆ Proportion (based on acquisition
price) of top 3 properties in entire
portfolio significantly declined due

Shin-Osaka Central Tower (24.0 billion yen)
ShinjukuDue
Washington
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Progress of Diversification
toHotelPortfolio
Expansion

to expansion of portfolio

(21.1 billion yen)

Shinsaibashi OPA Honkan (22.8 billion yen)

Daiei Himonya (15.3 billion yen)

Shinjuku Washington Hotel Honkan (21.1 billion yen)

◆ Proportion (based on acquisition price) of top 3 properties
entire portfolio
significantly declined due to expansion of portfolio
Joy Parkin
Izumigaoka
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Tokyo, as a society, has demonstrated its

dividend has been consistently above

Owen: In closing, what are your present

commitment to this. In fact, conservation

16,000 yen for 10 consecutive fiscal

goals?

has been a theme in Japan since the

periods. We split our shares into six last

seventies oil shocks and we will continue

December, but if you multiply the most

Abe: We are committed to remaining the

our tried and true measures of technological

recent dividend (2,841 yen) by six it will

top diversified J-REIT but we intend to

improvements and prudent living such as

be over 17,000 yen. United Urban has

also be one of the top 3 J-REITs by size

raising air conditioning temperature levels

emerged from subprime and Lehman

and to provide investors with a reliable

and not wasting electricity. To date, there has

and the merger process still resilient and

source of dividend payment throughout

been more than adequate power and we are

with a share price trading above the IPO

their investment life cycle.

confident in ourselves, Tokyo and Japan.

price. Furthermore, our trade volume – a
key measure for institutional investors –

Owen: Your dividend and share price truly

consistently leads the industry. We provide

leave you ahead of your competition?

a reliable source of dividend payment to
our retail and institutional investors and

Saida: We are proud of the fact that our

we are proud of this performance.
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Basic Investment Policy (Selective Investment)
United Urban is committed to building a diversified portfolio of properties with intrinsic value that are
diversified by both region and use.

Location

Potential for
revenue growth

Probability of quick
tenant replacement

Specs

Convertibility of
property type

Contract
terms

Tenants

Stability of
cash flow

Discerning the “intrinsic value” of real estate
08
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A Robust Line of Communication Ensures IR Success
It goes without saying that no J-REIT can experience sustained success – or survive
in a market where new challenges are constantly presenting themselves – without a
top-flight IR team. United Urban is no exception to this unspoken rule. Japan REIT
Advisors, its asset manager, has put together a crack IR team, led by Yutaka Nakamura,

IR Team: (right) Yutaka Nakamura, Senior Manager
and (left) Jun Komo, Manager of Japan REIT
Advisors Co., Ltd.

Senior Manager, and Jun Komo, Manager. Their tireless efforts, and United Urban’s
quick action in confirming the extent of damage to its properties, helped enable it to join other J-REITs in seeing their stock prices return
to pre-earthquake levels faster than just about any other industry. United Urban’s ability to disclose information quickly – and to do so in
English as well – is an advantage virtually without price.

Corporate Name:  United Urban Investment Corporation
Representative:  Yasuhiro Tanaka, Executive Officer
Address: 
Shiroyama Trust Tower 18F, 4-3-1 Toranomon, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 105-6018, Japan
Listing: 
December 22, 2003
Fiscal Period: 
Six months from June 1 through November 30 each year,
and from December 1 through May 31 of the following year
Asset Manager:
Japan REIT Advisors Co., Ltd.
Total Assets: 
408.1 billion yen

Contact Information
Japan REIT Advisors Co., Ltd.
Address: S hiroyama Trust Tower 18F,
4-3-1 Toranomon, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 105-6018, Japan
Phone:
+81-3-5402-3189
Website: w ww.united-reit.co.jp/eng/
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